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ITK THE FIFTH ARTY: FROM BRAKE GILLAED FOR

THE COMBINED PRESS BID RADIO.

horning of Oct,lo

Recent rains have had a two-fold effect; first of turning the

country along the Volturno banks into marshy swamps which in -any

places have greatly impeded movement off the roads; secondly rainfall

in the hills has widened and increased the depth of the river

appreciably. This rain is unquestionably a German ally but our

difficulties are not considered unsurmountable.

The present position is that both sides arc watching each other

closely from observation points on opposite banks with considerable

exchanges of small arms and heavier fire, including six-barrelled multi-

ple mortars from which the Germans pump clown stream shells on the
relieved British-American positions.

here again we'have Stonck Lane and Shell Alley os the soldiers nick-

name the dangerous spots % Any living tiling appearing in these areas under
direct enemy observation is immediately shot at. 7c mete out exactly the

same treatment to the Germans on the opposite sides.

Active infantry patrolling across river continues, particularly at

spots where crossings can be made without being seen from the far side.
One of our men swimming across misjudged the force current and was swept
downstream where he was immediately observed and shot at.

The signs ere that the enemy is 10s sing in considerable force on

the far side of the Volturno river ready to counterattack should we make
a crossing. It is believed that the Germans even have armour in readi-
ness though the deployment of tanks is most difficult on this plain owing
to ditches, canals orchards and high walls ‘round the fields and border-
ing the roads. Hereover as long as the Germans hold the high ground
running north from Capua their artillery would dominate our every
movement,
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